
Art 7 
WNY Sculpture Extension- Foil Mask 
Miss Breier 
March 30-April 3 
 

 

Monday, March 30 1. Last week you created a JUNK ART SCULPTURE.  Today, I want you 
to explore using the GOOGLE EARTH app: 
https://earth.google.com/web/ , to find the PERFECT LOCATION for 
your artwork to be displayed.  You may choose ANY area in 
Western New York. Explore and zoom in with Google Earth, once 
you have found the “Perfect Spot” screen shot the location and 
submit it to your class notebook under YOUR NAME, CREATIVELY 
QUARANTINED tab for Miss Breier to review.  

Tuesday, March 31 2. Watch this video on the SELF-TAUGHT hyper-realistic sculptor, 
Ruben Orozco Loza: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkrnNOvrGL8 

3. Once you have viewed the video, think about what you have seen 
and sketch out your favorite actor, musician, or celebrity face. 
When you are done, submit your sketch to your class notebook, 
under YOUR NAME, CREATIVELY QUARANTINED tab for Miss Breier 
to review. 

Wednesday, April 1 4. Today, you are going to create a mask replica based on your sketch 
from yesterday, using everyday household materials of Aluminum 
foil, masking tape, scissors and markers or paint (if you have it). No 
tape? No paint? No worries! Markers will draw right on the 
aluminum foil.  Step by step directions are found here: 
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Mask-out-of-Tin-Foil-and-Tape  

Thursday, April 2 5. Today you will continue to design, construct and finalize your mask.  
When you are done, photograph and submit your mask to your 
class notebook under YOUR NAME, CREATIVELY QUARANTINED tab 
for Miss Breier to review. 

Friday, April 3 6. Today, you will reflect on your final piece.  Answer the following 
questions: 1. To what level were you successful in creating your 
mask? 2. What challenges did you encounter during your 
construction phase? 3. Who did you select to portray in your mask, 
and why?  

 

This week’s ART SLEUTH BONUS CHALLENGE:  The first person who emails me with a movie involving a 

MASK by Friday, April 3 gets a virtual high five and video shout out from Miss Breier! 
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